
Please note the following: your answers will be graded only if youhave passed all the three home assignments before the exam!Helsinki University of Tehnology, Laboratory for Theoretial Computer Siene TJT-79.144 Logi in Computer Siene: FoundationsExamination, May 13, 2002Assignment 1 Answer and justify brie�y, but exatly.(a) Does the following hold: if � [ f:�g j= � ^ :� holds for a set ofsentenes � and a sentene �, then � j= �.(b) Does the folloing hold: the empty lause 2 an be obtained from thelauses fP (x); P (y)g and f:P (z);:P (w)g by resolution.() Does the following hold: the onnetive : is de�nable using the on-netive !.(d) Does the following hold: propositional logi is deidable.Assignment 2 Examine if the given laim holds using semanti tableaux.If not, justify by giving a valuation/struture (a ounter example).(a) fB ! A;C ! B;:D ! :(C ! A)g j= D(b) f9x9yP (x; y);8x8y(P (x; y)! Q(x; y))g j= 9xQ(x; x)() f8x(P (x)! R(x));:9x(:R(x) ^Q(x))g j= 8x(P (x) _Q(x)! R(x))Tableau proofs must ontain all intermediary steps !!!Assignment 3 Consider a binary prediate R whih is interpreted as abinary relation RA � A�A with respet to a universe A.(a) Give sentenes of prediate logi that de�ne when RA is (1) re�exive,(2) symmetri, (3) transitive and (4) an equivalene relation.(b) Use resolution to establish that RA is an equivalene relation, if it issymmetri, transitive and serial (as de�ned by 8x9yR(x; y)).() Use resoution to examine if equivalene relations are always serial.Assignment 4 Formalize the following laims in terms of prediate logi:1. Alders are leaf trees.2. Trees are sprues, alders or pines.3. Sprues and pines are onifer trees.4. Trees are leaf trees or onifer trees.Use semanti tableaux to show that the sentene 4 is a logial onsequeneof the sentenes 1-3.
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